**Question:** What are the speaker output options for the PPM series?

Answer: Two Speakon and two 1/4" TS jacks.

**Question:** How many channels include compression for each of the PPM series?

Answer: The 608 and 1008 each include 4 channels with compression and the 1012 has 6 channels with compression.

**Question:** Can I use powered and non-powered speakers with the PPM series?

Answer: Yes. All of the PPM series support powered and non-powered speakers.

**Question:** Can I slave the PPM’s power amp to another mixer?

Answer: Yes. You simply connect the line out from your mixer into the power amp inputs on the PPM series.

**Question:** What does the PRECISION PASSIVE EQ button do?

Answer: If you are using Mackie passive speakers, then press this switch for enhanced clarity and low-frequency response. The passive EQ circuit is added just before the internal power amplifiers, so only loudspeakers connected to the rear panel speaker-level outputs will be affected.